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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:   
 

Travelpro® and Atlantic® Luggage Announce Their ‘20 15 Holiday Gift Guide’ 
 

-Show How Much You Care for the Travelers on Your List by Selecting their Favorite Gifts- 
 

Boca Raton, FL – November 1, 2015 – As families and friends prepare for the upcoming holidays, let us 
make it easier on you by offering the penultimate resource – the 2015 Travelpro®  and Atlantic®  Luggage 
Gift Guide for this year’s holiday season. As thoughts turn to seeking out great presents for loved ones, these 
premium brands will ensure wishes come true for all those travelers on your list. 

The possibilities, like your plans for the New Year, are endless. The only question is ‘where to start?’ ”No 
matter how uncompromising or discerning the person you are buying for, our 2015 Gift Guide has items to 
please everyone on your list,” said Scott Applebee, Vice President of Marketing for the Travelpro and Atlantic 
brands. “Our products embody the most advanced technology available today, combining style and 
functionality that is sure to impress.”  

This Gift Guide includes products that offer distinctly durable construction, travel-tested features, impressive 
design and superior materials built to go the distance. We can start with the Atlantic Ultra Lite® 3 29” 
Expandable Spinner, which is perfect for families looking for lightweight luggage at an affordable price. Made 
with a water-repellent polyester fabric and high-mileage wheels like our more expensive luggage, this attractive 
spinner is built to please. Featuring expansion capabilities for extra packing, this model of the Atlantic Ultra Lite 
3 line comes with a 10-year warranty. 
 
The Atlantic Ultra Lite® Hardside 21” Expandable Spinner features expansion capabilities for extra packing, 
high-mileage dual Spinner wheels and the strength of a protective hard shell for families on the go. A stylishly 
textured finish resists scratching over the long haul. This piece includes 360 degree spinner wheels which roll 
effortlessly in any direction, a retractable aluminum-grade extension handle with multiple stops for users of 
different heights, and protective wheel housings for crash protection.  
 
The T-Pro® Bold™ 2.0 by Travelpro® 26” Drop Bottom Rolling Duffel is another item sure to bring smiles to 
your gift recipients. This piece is superior in packing flexibility, with a zippered divider panel that allows for two 
separate packing spaces or, if opened, one large main compartment. Made of water repellant fabric with a 
coating for greater stain and abrasion resistance, this luggage has durable crash protection, high performance 
ball-bearing wheels and a strong telescoping handle system with stops at 38” and an extra-tall 42” to ensure a 
comfortable roll for users of different heights. 
 
Travelpro redefines premium travel with the Platinum® Magna™ 2 21” Expandable Spinner. Handsomely 
crafted with superior fabrics and genuine leather accents, this ultra-durable model represents the pinnacle of 
fashion, intelligent functionality, and design innovation. With patented Magna Trac™ Dual Spinner wheels, the 
wheels always roll straight with minimal effort. Backed by Travelpro’s Worry-Free Lifetime Warranty, the 
Platinum Magna 2 21” Spinner is the ideal carry-on model for the serious traveler on your holiday shopping list. 
 
Another thoughtful gift-giving choice is the Travelpro Maxlite® 19” Business-Plus Carry-on Hardside. This 
product incorporates the most sophisticated technology and style for hardside spinner luggage in today’s 
market.  Constructed from 100% polycarbonate material, this hard-working carry-on is engineered to withstand 
high impact handling and the rigors of long distance travel, while still being lightweight. Another extra is a built-



in business organizer and padded laptop/tablet sleeve located in the front pocket for easy access to business 
essentials during travel.   
 
 
For the business traveler looking for convenience and functionality, the Travelpro Crew™ Executive Choice™ 
Checkpoint Friendly Computer Backpack is an excellent gift choice. This sophisticated item features a padded 
and quilted corduroy pocket for laptops up to 15.6”, plus a separate padded tablet pocket. A built-in business 
organizer and removable cord pouch provide efficient storage for business essentials and power cables. 
Added security is ensured with an RFID-blocking pocket which keeps credit cards and passports hidden to 
protect against loss and identity theft.  
 
Inspired by the blockbuster films and designed for children ages 3 through 11 years old, the Universal 
Hardside Collections spotlight the iconic visuals from Minions and Jurassic World, combining fun with modern 
travel features. Made out of strong ABS hardside material with PC film, the 3 pieces in each collection offer a 
retractable handle system with multiple stops to accommodate children of different heights. A low profile top 
carry handle makes them simple to pick up, while inline skate wheels allow children to easily take care of their 
own luggage. In addition, parents will like the two compartment design with interior zippered divider panels and 
elasticized hold down straps for packing capacity and flexibility. The Minions and Jurassic World Hardside 
Collections are backed by a three year product warranty. 
 
For additional information on the expansive lines of outstanding luggage from Travelpro and Atlantic, please 
contact mario@gohrmc.com or call 305-573-0882.  
 
About Travelpro  
For over 25 years, Travelpro International has prided itself on design innovation and durability in crafting the 
highest quality luggage for travelers worldwide. Since transforming the ease of modern day travel with The 
Original Rollaboard® wheeled luggage, Travelpro® has been the brand of choice for flight crews and frequent 
travelers on every continent. The company is dedicated to building a lifelong relationship with its customers by 
consistently meeting and exceeding their expectations. Travelpro was honored to once again be voted the 
‘World’s Best Luggage’ by Premier Traveler Magazine in 2014.  
 
Please visit Travelpro at www.travelpro.com  for a full list of the latest products and retail locations. Follow us 
on Facebook at  www.facebook.com/TravelproINTL and Twitter: @TravelproIntl. 

 
About Atlantic® Luggage 
Since 1919, the Atlantic® brand has been synonymous with affordable, value-added and lightweight luggage. 
As a market leader in the lightweight luggage segment, from cleverly-designed uprights and spinners to trendy 
and smart garment bags and totes, all Atlantic-branded luggage comprises superior quality and durability. 
Whether for business or recreation, travel is more pleasurable with Atlantic luggage, part of the Travelpro® 
family of products.  
 
Please visit Atlantic Luggage at www.atlanticluggage.com for a full list of the latest products and retail 
locations. 
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